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Abstract 
We define a functor from topological quasi-uniform spaces and continuous, uniformly continu- 
ous maps to quasi-uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps. This functor retains the same 
underlying set, and generalizes a construction due to Junnila (1978) and Kiinzi and Ferrario (199 I ) 
to obtain another quasi-uniformity, with respect to which the continuous uniformly continuous 
functions on the original structure are uniformly continuous; the functor then takes the maps to 
themselves. As a result, this functor takes the Smyth completion of a topological quasi-uniform 
space into the bicompletion of its image under the functor. and a topological quasi-uniform space 
is Smyth complete exactly when its image is bicomplete. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
KqMwds; Quasi-uniformity; Topological quasi-uniform space; Well-monotone quasi-uniformity: 
Smyth completion; Bicompletion 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Quasi-un(form spmces and the bicompletion 
A quasi-uniformi on a set X is a filter U of binary relations (called entourages) 
on X such that (a) each element of Z4 contains the diagonal LI, of X x X and (b) for 
any CT E U there is V E M satisfying V o V C U. The theory of quasi-uniform spaces 
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is covered in [ 11. We proceed fixing the notation and giving some definitions relevant to 
our work. 
If U is a quasi-uniformity on X, then so is U-’ := {U-’ 1 U E U}, where U-l := 
{(y, Z) 1 z U y}. The generated uniformity on X is denoted by U*. A base is given by 
the entourages U* = U n U-‘. The topology ‘T(U) induced by the quasi-uniformity 24 
is that in which the sets (x)U := {y E X 1 z U y}, where U E U, form a neighbourhood 
base for each x E X. For the U-neighbourhood of a set A C X, we use the notation 
[A]U = {y E X 1 32 E A. x U y}. Naturally, there is also the topology I@-‘) induced 
by the inverse quasi-uniformity. We denote its neighborhoods by U(x) = {y E X 1 
y U x}. In this paper, we consider only separated spaces, i.e., spaces where 7(Z4) is To, 
or, alternatively, the relation <u = flu is antisymmetric. 
The appropriate morphisms for quasi-uniform spaces are the uniformly continuous 
functions, i.e., those f : (X,U) + (Y> V) such that for every V E V there is U E U 
such that T U y implies j’(x) V f(y). We denote the category of separated quasi-uniform 
spaces as objects and uniformly continuous functions as morphisms by QU. 
A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is said to be bicomplete, if (X, U*) is a complete 
uniform space. This is the case iff every bi-Cauchy net on X converges with respect 
to I@*), where a net (x,),~I is bi-Cauchy, if for every entourage U E 2.4, there is i E I 
such that i < j, k implies x;‘:j U xk. Another characterization of bicompleteness is via 
bi-Cauchy filters: A filter F on X is bi-Cauchy if for every U E U, there is A E 3 
with Ax A 2 U (or, alternatively, there is x E X such that U(x) n (x)U E 3); the 
space is bicomplete, if every bi-Cauchy filter converges with respect to I(U*). The full 
subcategory of QU comprising all bicomplete spaces is denoted by cQU. 
To construct the bicompletion functor b : QU + cQU, one needs to consider the set 
of all minimal bi-Cauchy filters on X. A Cauchy filter is minimal iff it is *-round, 
which means that for each A E 3, there are B E 3 and U E U such that [B]U* C A. 
The unique minimal bi-Cauchy filter below a bi-Cauchy filter F is its *-roundi$cation 
(Proposition 3.30 of [ 11) 
Rd”(3) = {A c X I3B E 3 311 E U. [B]U* C A}. 
Now bicompletion may be constructed as follows (see [ 1, 3.331). For a space (X,U) 
let X denote the set of all minimal bi-Cauchy filters on X. For U E U, we get a basic 
entourage U by defining 
Let 2 stands for the filter on X x ,i? generated by the 5. It is easily seen to be a 
quasi-uniformity. Then b(X,U) = (L?,@. The morphism part of this functor is given 
by (bf)(3) = Rd*(f(3)), where the forward image of a filter is defined as usual: 
f(3)={AcYIf-‘(A)E~}, forf:X+Y. 
This functor is left adjoint to the inclusion cQU + QU. More precisely, this means that 
(1) X is embedded in L? via IX, where IX (.r) is the I(U*)-neighbourhood filter of .I’, 
and 
(2) every uniformly continuous function X + Y. where Y is bicomplete, has a unique 
uniformly continuous extension to 2. 
1.2. Tbpolo~icol quasi-un~fortn spaces cmd the SmJrh completion 
It is also possible to regard a quasi-uniformity as an approximate order, the entourages 
being increasingly better approximants for 6~ = n U. This and motivation from domain 
theory leads to the investigation of quasi-uniform spaces with an additional topology 
which may, but need not coincide with the induced one. We will consider topologies 7 
that are linked with the quasi-uniformity by the axioms written in terms of the strong 
contrrinmen~ relations -XL:, which are defined by: 
.4 -i(; B e 30,O’ E 1. A i 0 & [O]I! C 0’ & 0’ 2 B. 
These linking axioms are: 
(Al) VO E 7 V’:r E X. (.r E 0 =+ 31; E 1A.z +1’ 0). 
(AZ) There is a base for U consisting of entourages TJ such that U(.I.) is I-closed for 
all .I’ E x. 
(A3) WJ E L1 3’ E U YO E T. 0 +I,, [O]lJ. 
(The first two of these were introduced by Mike Smyth in [5.6], the last is from [7].) Note 
that the entourage V in (A3) may be chosen such that V C li (just intersect with CT). 
We employ the notation 
b- a U e (V C U & YO E 7.0 +\, [O]W) 
and will frequently make use of the fact that 1’ a U implies [O]V C intT[O]U for all 
0 E 7. The interpolakn properg 
(INT) VU E U 3’ E U. ic- C <I, o -t\, 
is a consequence of (A3) [7, Proposition 11. It was introduced in [5] and proves useful 
in various situations. 
The appropriate notion of completeness for these spaces was defined in [6]. The deh- 
nitions read as follows: 
Definition 1. A topological quasi-unjform space is a triple (X.U. 7) where (X.U) is a 
quasi-uniform space and 7 is a topology on X satisfying (Al)-(A3). 
A filter 3 on X is round if VA E F 3B E F 3lJ E U. B <CT A. The filter is Cuuchy, 
if for every A t F and every C E U. there is some .I’ E -4 such that .c 317 B implies 
B E 3 for all B C X. 
The space is Smyth complete, if for every round Cauchy filter 3 there is a unique 
point .r E X such that 3 coincides with the filter ni(.r) of I-neighborhoods of .I’. 
A morphism between (X,U, 7) and (Y. V. S) is a function f : X 4 Y which is U-V 
uniformly continuous and 7-S continuous. The acronym TQU denotes the category of 
separated topological quasi-uniform spaces with these morphisms. The full subcategory 
of ail Smyth-complete spaces is denoted by cTQU. 
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We will also need the following characterization of TQU-morphisms ([5, Proposition 71 
or [7, Proposition 51): 
Proposition 2. For topological quasi-uniform spaces (X, U, 7) and (Y, V, S) a function 
f : X + Y is a TQU-morphism if and only if the following condition holds: 
~VEVVUEU~A,B~Y. (~~~~~f-l(A)~~f-l(~)). 
Recall from [7] that the Smyth completion of (X, U, 7) may be constructed as the 
set X of all round Cauchy filters on X with basic entourages 
6={(3:G)/At3+[A]UtG} 
and the collection of sets 
o={3GEjioOE} 
as base for the topology ?. This defines the object part of the Smyth completion functor 
s : TQU + cTQU. Again, the functor acts on morphisms by applying roundification to 
the direct image. The appropriate definition of roundification in this setting can be found 
in [6]: 
Definition 3. If 3 is a filter on the topological quasi-uniform space (X,24, I), then 
Rd(3)={BcX/3AE3’3UELLA+B} 
is its roundijcation. 
This will turn out to be an operation of central interest for our work. Before we 
continue discussing the Smyth completion functor s, we list some basic properties of the 
roundification. 
Lemma 4. 
(1) Rd(3) C 3. 
(2) Rd(3) is round. 
(3) 0 E 3 implies [O]U E Rd(3). 
(4) If3 is Cauchy, then so is Rd(3). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious and (3) is a consequence of (A3). Finally, (4) follows 
easily from the interpolation property (cf. Proposition 5(i) of [6]). 0 
Returning to the functor s, we now define (sf) (3) = Rd( f (3)). As in the bicompletion 
case, the functor enjoys the universal property of lifting of morphisms into complete 
spaces to the completion, i.e., it is left adjoint to the inclusion cTQU + TQU. The 
embedding L : X ‘f 2 is given by 2 H N(z). 
The previous paragraph was another way to say that the Smyth completion obeys the 
fundamental theorem of completions with respect to the continuous, uniformly contin- 
uous maps: L is a continuous, uniformly continuous embedding of X into the Smyth 
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complete sX, and if f : X -+ Y is continuous and uniformly continuous and Y is Smyth 
complete, then there is a unique continuous, uniformly continuous map g for which 
f = y o 1. (essentially, g extends f to sX). 
In the sequel, we will also need the characterization of Smyth completeness in terms 
of nets developed in [8]: 
Definition 5. Suppose (X,U, 7) is a topological quasi-uniform space. A net (zz,),~~ 
on X’ is a computational Cauchy net, if for every U E U, there is an index i E I such 
that for all j E 1 with i < j and for all A & X we have that x3 4~ A implies that the 
net is eventually in the set A. We refer to % as a U-index for the net. 
A computational Cauchy net (Q)+I is said to strongly converge to a point .2: E X, if 
it converges to x with respect to the symmetrization topology 7 V I(?,-‘). 
Theorem 6 [8]. A topological quasi-uniform space is Smyth complete if and only if every 
computational Cauchy net on it strongly converges to a unique point. 
Proof (Outline). If 3 is a round Cauchy filter on (X,U, I), take the index set I = 
3 x U, ordered by coordinate-wise reversed set inclusion. For each (A, U) E I there 
is x(,JJ) E A such that ~(A,u) <u B implies B E 3 for all B C X. Then (z~)~~I is 
a computational Cauchy net which strongly converges to x E X iff 3 = n/(x). Vice 
versa, {A C X / 3 E 13U E 2.4. {xj / j 3 i} +U A} is a round Cauchy filter if (xi) iE~ 
is a computational Cauchy net, and this filter coincides with A!(z) iff the net strongly 
converges to x. 0 
As a final prerequisitive result, we characterize the Cauchy condition for filters in 
a way which emphasizes the resemblance between Smyth completeness and sobriety 
(cf. the remark on p. 393 of [6]): 
Proposition 7. Suppose that (X, U, 7) . IS a topological quasi-uniform space. Then u 
filter 3 on X is Cauchy if and only if the following condition holds: Whenever U E U 
and (O,)icr is a family of I-open sets such that Ui,t 0, E 3 then there is some i E I 
such that [O,]U E 3. 
Proof. Suppose 3 is Cauchy, U E U and & 0, E 3 for such a family (O.,,),,I. Pick 
V a U. Then there exists IC E lJzEl 0~ such that .I: 3~ A implies A E 3. Pick i E I 
with z E 0,. Then x +V [O,]U, hence [Oi]U E 3. 
Now consider a filter 3 which has the above property. If 3 is not Cauchy, then there 
are Ii E U and A E 3 such that for every z E A there is A, 2 X such that J: +(r A, 
but il,[: 4 3. By definition of +u, there are open sets O,Z E 7 such that x E 0, and 
[O,.]U C A,. N ow A C lJzEA O,, hence this union is in the filter 3. So there is by 
assumption some x E A with [O,]U E 3. This contradicts [O,]U C A, and A, $ 3. 
Therefore, the filter is Cauchy. 0 
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2. The well-monotone quasi-uniformity 
Generalizing a construction of Junnila [2,4], we derive from topology and quasi- 
uniformity of an object (X, U, ‘7) of TQU a new quasi-uniformity on X. 
Let !D~u_r be the set of all well-ordered (under &) families of I-open sets. If W E !Z& 
and U E U, we define the relation Uw on X by: 
x&&y: @YOEW. (ZEO+yE[O]U). 
Let U;r be the filter on X x X generated by the relations Uw, where U runs over U 
and W over !.Z&. 
By the following trivial observation, we can safely assume X E W for all W E ml. 
Lemma 8. lj’ W E !Z& then W’ := W U (X} E !3_?r and IJ, = Uw, jbr all U E U. 
Proposition 9. UT is a quasi-uniformity on X. Moreover; I(U7) = 7 and I(UT’) = 
I(UP). 
Proof. Suppose U E U and W E !I&-. Pick V. V’ E U such that V o V C U and 
V’ a V. As the assignment 0 H intl[O]V is monotone, we have that 
W’ := { intr([O]V) 1 0 E W} E B77 
Take the entourage I/t’ := V& n VW, E UT. Now suppose x W y and y lli’z. If x E 
0 E W then y E [O]V’ C intr[O]V and hence z E [intr[O]V]V’ C [O]VV C [O]U. 
Therefore, T;lilli C Uw. Thus 247 is a quasi-uniformity. 
For all 2 E X, U E IA, and W E !ZIJl. there is a smallest set 0, E %?T such that 
:r E 0,. Then (x)U w = [O,]U, in particular this is a I-neighborhood of 2. Thus 
7(&r) 2 7. To prove the converse relation, assume :Z E 0 E 7. By (Al), there are 
0’ E 7 and U E U with 5 E 0’ and [O’]U C 0. Then W := (0’) E !2D7 and 
(x)Uw = [O’]U 2 0. Thus 0 is a I(&)-neighborhood of 5 and so I(&) = 7. 
Observe that U C Uw for all U, W and so 247 C U. Hence I(UT’) C I(U-‘). 
So it remains to prove that U(x) is a 7(2&l)-neighborhood of x for all z E X and 
U E U. To see this, given :I: and U, pick V C U such that V(x) is I-closed (A2). Let 
W = {X \ V(x)}. We claim that VW(X) C U(x). Supp ose, for the sake of contradiction, 
that y VW x and not :y U :I:. Then ?J E X \ V( ) J an so z E [X \ V(:c)]V which is absurd. d 
Hence the topologies agree. 0 
As our construction does not change the underlying set, it is obvious how to extend 
it to a functor w : TQU 4 QU: It is the identity on morphisms. All we have to do is 
check that morphisms of topological quasi-uniform spaces are uniformly continuous with 
respect to the well-monotone quasi-uniformities. 
Proposition 10. Iff: (X,U,I) + (Y.V.S) ‘. IJ a morphism of topological qua.si-unijorm 
spaces, then it is UT-Vs-uniformly continuous. 
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Proof. If W E !Z?S then notice that 
f-‘(w) := {f_‘(O) 10 E w} E !4?T. 
Suppose that U E U and V E V are such that .r U y implies f(r) V f(y). We claim that 
.rbrfm~b(L1;j y implies f(.c) VW f(g). So suppose ~Uf~1(~) y and f(.c) E 0 E W. Then 
.r E f-‘(O), so g E [,fP’(0)]U by definition of U ,f I(~). By assumption on U and I’, L 
we have [f-‘(O)]U c ,f-‘([OII’), hence f(?/) E [O]V. 0 
3. Completeness 
Proposition 11. Every computational Cuuchy net on (X. U. 7) is hi-Cauchy on (X. UT). 
Proof. Suppose (z~)%~I is a computational Cauchy net on (X.U. 7) and that U E U 
and W E Z&- are given. Pick V a C. By Lemma 8, we may assume X E W. Hence 
there is a smallest 00 E W such that the net is eventually in [Oo]IJ. Pick a V-index i for 
the net and enlarge it such that {JZ, 1 i < j} C [Oo]U. Assume i < j, k. If rJ E 0 E W 
then .rJ <I, [O]U, hence the net is eventually in [O]U by choice of i. Hence 00 Cr 0 
by choice of 00. Thus .rk E [Oo]U 2 [O]U. This proves .rj Uw .rx, therefore the net is 
bi-Cauchy on (X, UT). 0 
Lemma 12. Suppose that 3 is a hi-Cuuchyjlter on (X, UT). rf’U E U and 01. OZ. 
0,, EIwithO]UO~U~~~UO,, E3fhenthereisiE{1.2.....n}with [0,]U~3. 
Proof. Suppose the Oi are as above and U E U. Set M;, = {Oi} and II- := UM;, n 
f> Uw,, As the filter is bi-Cauchy, there is some A E 3 with A x A 2 11’. Now 
A n (01 U U 0,) E 3 is in particular not empty, hence there is some i E { 1, . . rt } 
and some .C E >4 n Oi. NOW A C (x)II’ C (a)Uw, C: [O,]U. thus [O,]U E 3. q 
Proposition 13. Every bi-Cuuchyjlter on (X.24~) is Cuuchy on (X.U. I). 
Proof. Suppose that the filter 3 is bi-Cauchy on (X.&-) but fails to be Cauchy on 
(X. 24.7). Then there is a family 0 of I-open sets and an entourage U E U such that 
lJc3 E 3 but [O]U q! 3 f or all 0 E 0 (Proposition 7). Choose (using AC) the least 
cardinal m with the property that there exists such a witnessing family of cardinality nr. 
Then m is infinite by Lemma 12. Suppose (0,)11711 is such a family and U E U is the 
‘violating’ entourage. Pick V V’. V”, V”’ E U such that 
I’ 0 v c IT. V’ a b/: v” 0 V” c v’, L”” a If-“. 
Define K, = U,,, Oi. Then 
w := {N, 1 i < n-L> and W’ := { intl[N?]I/” 1 i < rn} 
are in !Z&r. Hence T/c’ := V$ n Vi,, is an entourage of UT, thus since our filter is 
bi-Cauchy, there is z t X such that (n)II’ n IV(2:) E 3. 
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If 1c E intl[N,]V” for some i < m then we have 
(z)V&, C [ intT[N,]V”]V” C [N,]V’, 
hence (z)W C [Ni]V’, thus the latter set belongs to F’. But 
[Ni]V’ = 
[ 1 U Oj V’ = U[Oj]V’ C U ( intl[Oj]V). j<i j<i j<i 
Hence this union of opens is in the filter whereas [int[O,]V]V C [O,]V’ c [Oj]U $ 3 
for all j < i. This means that we found a family of smaller cardinality than m witnessing 
that .F is not Cauchy which certainly contradicts our construction. 
Therefore, we may assume z $ intl[N,]V” for all i < m. Now y E N, and y(V”‘)w~c 
imply 2 E [&IV” C intl[N,]V”, hence we conclude that 
W(z) c X \ u N,. 
i<m 
But this is absurd since W(z) E _F and we assumed 
u oi = u Ni E 3. 0 
i<m i<m 
Remark. Observe that, in spite of the result of Proposition 11, the converse of Propo- 
sition 13 does not hold, i.e., a filter which is Cauchy on (X,24,7) need not be bi- 
Cauchy on (X,2&). (As an example take X = (0, l} with quasi-uniformity U = 
{{(O,O), (0, l), (1, l)}, XxX} and topology ‘7 = (0, {l}, X}. Then UT = U and the 
filter { { 1 }, X} is Cauchy but not bi-Cauchy.) This is the reason why we employed nets 
in Proposition 11. 
Note, however, that this defect is not surprising. The typical bi-Cauchy filter is a 
I@*)-neighbourhood filter, whereas the typical round Cauchy filter is a I-neighbour- 
hood filter, and 7 is nonsymmetric. 
Theorem 14. A topological quasi-uniform space (X, U, 7) is Smyth complete if and 
only if the derived well-monotone space (X, 24~) is bicomplete. 
Proof. By Theorem 6, Propositions 9 and 11, it is clear that (X, 24,7) is Smyth complete 
if (X,.5&) is bicomplete. If, conversely, (X, U, 7) is Smyth complete and F’ is a bi- 
Cauchy filter on (X,24~) then Rd(.F) 1s a round Cauchy filter, hence there is z E X such 
that Rd(3) = N(z) by Smyth completeness. But Rd(F) C F and so F converges to z 
with respect to 7 = 7(2.4~). It remains to prove convergence with respect to 7(&J’). By 
Proposition 9, this topology coincides with I(W’). Hence it suffices to show U(z) E F 
for all U E 24. By (A2) we may assume U(z) I-closed. Pick V, V’ E U such that V2 C U 
and V’ CI V. Let 0 := X \ U(z). As 5 $ [O]U and [intl[O]V]V C [O]VV c [O]U 
we conclude that z $ [intl[O]V]V. H ence this set is not in N(z) = Rd(F). But 
intT[O]V 4~’ [intl[O]V]V, hence intl[O]V +! F, so [O]V’ +! 3. Since the filter F is 
bi-Cauchy, there is A E 3 with A x A C VtO). Suppose (for the sake of contradiction) 
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2/ E 0 n A. Then A C (~J)V{~) = [ 0 V’ which is impossible as -4 E F and [O]V’ $ .F. ] 
Thus 0 n A = 0, or A C X \ 0 = U(x). Hence U(z) E F. cl 
4. Completion 
By Theorem 14, the functor w restricts to cTQU + cQU. Hence we have the following 
situation. 
TQU A cTQU 
In the sequel, we will show that this diagram of functors does in fact commute up to 
a natural isomorphism. 
Theorem 15. Ler (X, U. 7) h e n topological quasi-uniform space. Then (2, fin) is the 
hicompletion of (X, UT). 
Proof. We will prove that the map c : (X,&-) ---f (X,&Z) with 
e(r) = N(:r) 
is an embedding with I((&)*)-d ense image. By the universal property of the bicom- 
pletion, the theorem follows. 
Let I :X + X with L(Z) = N(z) be the embedding which comes with the Smyth- 
completion. Then L = cl 0 LI where I 1 : X + L(X) is an isomorphism (Proposition 1 1 
of [7]). The set I,(X) C X is endowed with the obvious subspace structure, i.e., restriction 
of quasi-uniformity and topology ’ and ~2 : I(X) + X is the subset inclusion. We have 
e = W(L) = w(/z) o W(LI). Functors preserve isomorphisms, so w(L~) is a unimorphism. 
Furthermore, w(L~) is just subset inclusion. Therefore. P is an embedding. 
By Proposition 9, l((&)*) = ‘? V ‘T(i?-‘). By Proposition 6 of [6] (or the remark 
at the end of Section 3.2 in ]7]), density with respect to the latter topology characterizes 
the Smyth completion, so the claim follows. q 
In fact, we can make the isomorphism between (X.Uy) and (x, &) much more 
explicit: It is the roundification we met before. As a consequence of Proposition 13 and 
Lemma 4(2) and 4(4), we may consider Rd(.) as a function from X to X. 
Proposition 16. Rd : (_?, if&) - (2% i!&) is a unimarphism. 
3 Note, however, that subspaces are more complicated in general, see Definition 9 of [6]. Kimzi gives in 
Example 7 of [3] an example of a subset of a topological quasi-uniform space, where the obvious substructure 
doe\ not satisfy axiom (A3). 
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Proof. Certainly we have that Rd restricted to X coincides with the mapping e we 
considered in the proof of the previous theorem. So it remains to verify uniform continuity 
of Rd; uniqueness of the extension then yields the result. 
Suppose U E U and W E m,. Then 
W’ = t,-‘(w) = {L~~(~(il)~,~~W)-{,Oi~~~tMi} 
- is an element of !2?_7.r, where L : X + X, again, denotes the embedding which comes 
with the Smyth-completion. Pick V. V’ E U such that V V 2 fi and V’ a V. Then -5 -2 
3 VT S implies Rd(3) 6~ Rd(G): A ssumethatAE3andBEGwithAxB&Vh,. 
If Rd(3) E w = lJr 0, E W then 0 := /J1 Oi E Rd(3) 2 3. Pick 5 E 0 n A. Then 
B C (x)V& C [O]V’ C intl[O]V. Hence intl[O]V E G, thus [intl[O]V]V E Rd(G), 
hence [O]V2 E Rd(G). We apply Lemma 9(3) of [7] to obtain Rd(G) E [OF2 C 
[w]?vZ C [WIG. This proves Rd(3) 6~ Rd(G), i.e., uniform continuity. 0 
Before embarking in the proof of naturality, we need a preparatory result. 
Lemma 17. rf_F is a filter on (X,U, I), then Rd(Rd*(3)) = Rd(3). 
Proof. Suppose A E Rd(3). Then there are B E 3 and M E U with B +U A. Pick 
V E U satisfying the interpolation property. Then there is C C X such that B +V 
C 4~ A. In particular, we have [B]V* c [B]V C C, so C E Rd*(3), hence A E 
Rd(Rd*(3)). Thus Rd(3) C Rd(Rd*(3)). On the other hand, certainly Rd*(3) C: 3 
implies Rd(Rd”(3)) C Rd(3). 0 
Theorem 18. The roundijcation Rd is a natural isomorphism b o w + w o s. 
Proof. By Proposition 16, it remains to show naturality. So suppose that f : (X, U, 7) + 
(Y, li, S) is a morphism in TQU. We have to verify that the diagram 
b(W 1) w(W)) 
(F Q Rd (F Q 
commutes. For 3 E X we calculate (Rdob(w(f)))(3) = Rd(Rd*(f(3))) = Rd(f(3)) 
by Lemma 17. Also, Rd(3) C 3 clearly implies 
(~(4.0) oRd)(3) = Rd (f(Rd(3))) C Rd(f(3)). 
So it remains to show 
Rd (f(3)) C Rd (f( Rd(3))). (1) 
If A E Rd(f(3)), then there are B C Y and V E V such that B %v A and f-‘(B) E 3. 
Pick V’ E V such that iv Cr 4~1 o 4~1. Then there is C C Y with B %VJ C -xv! A. 
As f is a TQU-morphism, there is U E 24 satisfying the condition in Proposition 2, i.e., 
such that f-‘(B) +u j-‘(C). H ence f-‘(C) E Rd(3) and so C E ,f(Rd(3)). hence 
il E Rd(f(Rd(3))), establishing (I). 0 
Is there a way to recover U from UT? The following lemma gives the answer. 
Lemma 19. If’ U E 24 is such that C:(x) is closed ,fijr each .r E X (the condition in 
(A2)). then nLyEnTT U, = U. 
Proof. It is clear that U C Uw for all W E Z&. Suppose (2, y) $ U. Then .x’ E 
0 := X \ U(g) which is open by assumption. If :rU{~~)y then TV E [O]U, which is a 
contradiction. Hence (a., 1~) $ nwEmZ1, uw. Cl 
This result also gives an idea how to obtain the Smyth completion via bicompletion 
of the associated well-monotone quasi-uniformity. Starting with (X. 24. ‘7),_we arrive at h- 
(X, UT), the bicompletion of (X, UT). Our previous results suggest that X may serve 
as underlying set and I as the additional topology for the Smyth completion of 
(X, U. 7). A base for the quasi-uniformity u is given by I:. li t U. where 
Theorem 20. The constructed (2, u. 7(r~)) is the Srnyth completion of (X. U. 7). 
More explicitly, Rd: (X,u. 7(c~)) - - - + (X. 24. 7) is an isomorphism of topological 
quasi-uniform .spuces. 
Proof. By Proposition 16, the map 
Rd : (2. I(@) + (2. I(&)) 
is a homeomorphism. As I(U?) = 7, it remains to show that it is a unimor- 
phism. 
For U t U pick V, V’ E U such that V’ & U and V’ Q V. Suppose 3V’ G and 
0 E Rd(3). Considering { 0} E ‘L23~ and by the definition of V’, there are A E 3 and 
B E G such that .4 x B C V/or. Pick T E A n 0. Then B C (,T)V[~) = [O]V’ C 
intl[O]L’. Thus intl[O]V E G, so [intl[O]V]V E Rd(G). But the latter set is contained 
in [O]U, so we proved that 3v’G implies Rd(3) 6 Rd(G). Therefore, Rd is uniformly 
continuous. 
If Rd(3) i? Rd(G) and W t Z&, pick A E 3 such that A x A C VW. Then [A]U t 
Rd(3) and so [A]U’ E Rd(G) C G. We claim that Ax [A]U’ i (U’)W: Suppose 3’ E ,4. 
Then .I’ E 0 E 1/v implies A C [O]l’ / as A x il C UW. Hence [A]U’ C [O]U’. Thus 
[A][:’ C (x)(Cr3) M: which proves the claim. So we have 3 (5)~ G for all W E !Dr. 
hence 3cJ’ G. Thus Rd is a unimorphism. 0 
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